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INTRODUCTION

Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) are at the heart

of numerous technologies that fuel our modern day life. It

is estimated that there are currently about 8 billion GNSS

devices worldwide, reaching 9 billion by 2025. The eco-

nomic benefits of GPS to the U.S. private sector between

1984 and 2017 is estimated to be nearly $1.8 trillion, and

15 of the 18 U.S. critical infrastructures rely on GPS.While

losing accurate positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT)

can be a nuisance in nonsafety critical applications, the

impact can be catastrophic in safety-critical applications,

such as transportation, aviation, military operations, among

others. Over the last few years, GNSS jamming and spoof-

ing incidents have been happening with increasing fre-

quency, exposing the inherent vulnerabilities of GNSS,

and rendering them a single point of failure [1]–[4]. GNSS

jamming and spoofing have affected hundreds of vessels in

South Korea; disrupted navigation over the South China

Sea islands; caused chaos on smartphones and rideshares in

Moscow; put tens of vessels into disarray in the Black Sea;

caused dozens of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to

plummet during a Hong Kong air show, resulting in hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars in damages; are suspected to

have been utilized to hijack UAVs and oil tankers in the

Persian Gulf; disrupted airport operations around the

world; and are becoming commonplace in military conflict

[5]. What is particularly alarming is that jamming and

spoofing are no longer confined to sophisticated rogue

organizations, with jammers being sold online and mar-

keted as personal privacy devices, and hackers publishing

spoofing software-defined radio (SDR) code online.

Today’s navigation systems, particularly those onboard

ground, aerial, and surface vehicles, fuse information from

a GNSS receiver and an inertial measurement unit (IMU)

[6]. The integration of these two systems, typically referred

to as a GNSS-aided inertial navigation system (INS), takes

advantage of the complementary attributes of each system:

the long-term stability of a GNSS navigation solution aids

the short-term accuracy of an INS. Sensors (e.g., cameras,

lasers, sonar, and odometers) have been commonly adopted

to supplement a navigation system for the inevitable event

that GNSS signals become unreliable or unavailable. These

sensors could be used to extract relative motion informa-

tion to reduce the INS’s error divergence rate. However,

they are still dead-reckoning-type sensors; therefore, dur-

ing prolonged periods of GNSS outage, the error would

eventually diverge. Moreover, these sensors only provide

local position estimates, may not properly function in all

environments (e.g., fog, snow, rain, dust, nighttime, etc.),

and are still susceptible to malicious spoofing attacks [7].

Signals of opportunity (SOPs) have been considered to

enable navigation whenever GNSS signals become

unavailable or unreliable [8]. SOPs are ambient radio sig-

nals that are not intended for navigation or timing pur-

poses, such as AM/FM radio [9], [10], WiFi [11], [12],

cellular [13]–[16], digital television [17], [18], and low-

Earth orbit (LEO) satellite siganls [19]–[21]. In contrast to

the aforementioned dead-reckoning-type sensors, absolute

position information could be extracted from SOPs to pro-

vide bounded INS errors. Moreover, many SOPs are prac-

tically unaffected by dense smoke, fog, rain, snow, and

other poor weather conditions.
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SOPs enjoy several inherently desirable attributes for

navigation purposes:

1) abundance in most locales of interest;

2) transmission at a wide range of frequencies and

directions;

3) reception at a carrier-to-noise ratio (C=N0) that is

commonly tens of dBs higher than that of GNSS

signals;

4) they are free to use, since their infrastructure is

already operational.

While SOPs are jammable and spoofable [22]–[24],

they are transmitted in multiple frequency bands and are

typically received outdoors at high C=N0. In the case of

cellular SOPs, for example, they are received at more than

30 dBs higher C=N0 than GNSS signals [25]. They also

span the 700 MHz to nearly 6 GHz bands, excluding the

5G millimeter wave (mmWave) spectrum, which is envi-

sioned to span several GHz of spectrum, with some bands

reaching up to 400 MHz of bandwidth. This makes staging

a successful, clandestine attack on cellular SOPs generally

challenging, as the attacker would need to target the entire

cellular spectrum with very high power. A typical chal-

lenge that arises in SOP-based navigation is that unlike

GNSS, whose satellite states are transmitted in their navi-

gation message, the states of SOPs, namely their position

and clock states, are typically unknown a priori and must

be estimated. To overcome this challenge, a radio simulta-

neous localization and mapping (radio SLAM) framework

was proposed in which the states of the navigating vehicle

are simultaneously estimated with the states of the SOPs

[26], while aiding the INS in a tightly coupled fashion

[27]. Recent works have demonstrated meter-level-accu-

rate navigation with SOPs on ground vehicles and pedes-

trians indoors [28], [29] and submeter-level accurate

navigation on aerial vehicles [30]. While published results

in the literature have demonstrated experimentally the

efficacy of SOPs as PNT sources in a standalone fashion

(i.e., without fusing SOPs with other signals or sensors)

and in an integrated fashion (i.e., fusing SOPs with INS

and lidar), experiments were never conducted in actual

GNSS-denied environments. These results were achieved

by “fictitiously” cutting GNSS signals from the navigation

filter. In September 2019, the authors’ Autonomous Sys-

tems Perception, Intelligence, and Navigation (ASPIN)

Laboratory was invited to participate in live GPS jamming

experiments, called Developmental Test Navigation Festi-

val (DT NAVFEST), at Edwards Air Force Base (AFB),

California, USA. Experiments with stationary antennas

and ground vehicles were conducted to study SOPs for

PNT. This article reports findings from these experiments,

which represent the first published results evaluating the

efficacy of SOPs for PNT in a real GPS-denied environ-

ment. In particular, this article analyzes the clock errors of

terrestrial cellular long-term evolution (LTE) SOPs

located inside the jammed region, showing timing stability

over 95 min of GPS jamming. Moreover, this article

showcases the efficacy of the radio SLAM approach on a

ground vehicle navigating in the jammed environment,

while exploiting a terrestrial cellular LTE SOP. The

results show the vehicle navigating during GPS jamming

for 5 km in 180 s, during which the position root mean-

squared error (RMSE) of a traditional GPS-aided INS

grew to nearly 238 m. In contrast, the radio SLAM

approach with a single cellular LTE SOP whose position

was poorly known (an initial uncertainty on the order of

several kilometers) achieved a position RMSE of 32 m.

To the best of authors’ knowledge, these are the first published

results of navigation with SOPs in real GPS-denied environ-

ments, under jamming conditions. Preliminary results of this

study were presented in Kassas et al.’s work [5]. However,

considering the nonpeer reviewed nature of Kassas et al.’s

work [5], the results therein only focused on showing the navi-

gation solution. In contrast, this article

1) formulates the mathematical details of radio SLAM

by describing the navigator’s dynamics model via

an INS kinematics formulation versus a dynamics
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model formulation; clock error dynamics model;

and SOP measurement model;

2) gives explicit description of the experiments includ-

ing filter initialization and software and hardware

setup;

3) provides further analyses and experimental results

of the C=N0 experienced during jamming as well as

the filter’s estimation error.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The section

“Radio Slam” provides and overview of the radio SLAM

framework. The section “GPS-Jammed Environment and

Experimental Setup” describes theGPS-jammed environment

and hardware and software setup. “PNTExperimental Results

in the GPS-Jammed Environment” presents PNT experimen-

tal results. Finally, the “Conclusion” is presented.

RADIO SLAM

This section overviews radio SLAM framework as well as

the navigator’s dynamics model, clock error dynamics,

and SOP measurement models.

FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW

Radio SLAM estimates the states of the navigator-

mounted receiver simultaneously with the SOPs’ states.

Radio SLAM produces an SOP-derived navigation solu-

tion in a standalone fashion [26], [31] or an integrated

fashion by fusing SOPs with sensors (e.g., IMU, lidar,

etc.) and digital maps [32].

Observability of radio SLAM was analyzed in the

authors’ work [26], [33], leading to establishing theminimal

a priori knowledge needed about the navigator-mounted

receiver’s and/or SOP transmitters’ states. The most signifi-

cant conclusion from these observability analyzes is that if a

mobile navigator with knowledge of its initial states (posi-

tion, velocity, clock bias, and clock drift), denoted xxr,

makes pseudorange measurements to M � 1 terrestrial

SOPs whose states (position, clock bias, and clock drift),

denoted xxs;i

� �M

i¼1
are unknown, then the environment is

fully observable, i.e., the navigator can estimate its states

simultaneously with the states of the SOPs. The conclusions

from these observability analyzes will be used in estimating

the mobile ground vehicle’s and SOP’s states in the

section “Experiment 2:Mobile Receiver.”

A simple, yet effective estimator that could be

employed in radio SLAM is the extended Kalman filter

(EKF). Here, one could employ a similar architecture to a

tightly coupled GNSS-INS. This architecture i) performs

the EKF measurement update (yielding the corrected esti-

mate x̂xþ and corrected error covariance Pþ) whenever

GNSS observables (e.g., pseudorange and carrier phase)

are available and ii) performs the EKF time update (yield-

ing the predicted estimate x̂x� and prediction error covari-

ance P�) with raw IMU data between GNSS measurement

epochs. The added complexity with SOPs is that the EKF

state vector is composed of both the navigator’s states and

the SOPs’ states, i.e., xx , xxT
r ; xx

T
s;1; . . . ; xx

T
s;M

h iT
. If no INS

is used, then a proper dynamical model for the navigator

dynamics can be used for the EKF time update. Of course,

this would introduce a mismatch between the true navi-

gator’s dynamics and the model used in the EKF; never-

theless, advanced methods such as adaptive filters (e.g.,

interacting multiple models [34] and noise covariance esti-

mation [35] could alleviate this mismatch.

Figure 1 depicts a high-level block diagram of tightly

coupled radio SLAM, which operates in the following two

modes.

� Mapping mode: GNSS observables are available.

Here, GNSS and SOP observables are fused in the

EKF to aid the INS (if available), producing a more

accurate estimate of xxr while mapping the SOP

Figure 1.
Overview of a tightly coupled radio SLAM framework. The radio front-end collects signals, which are processed in the navigation receivers.

The EKF time update is performed based on the toggling switch: (i) using a dynamical model that describes the navigator’s dynamics or (ii)

using an INS, when available. The EKF measurement update is performed using navigation observables from received SOP signals and

GNSS signals, when available.
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radio environment (i.e., estimating the unknown

states of the SOPs xxs;i

� �M

i¼1
.

� Radio SLAM mode: GNSS observables are

unavailable. Here, SOP observables aid the INS (if

available) to simultaneously estimate the navigator-

mounted states xxr while continuing to refine esti-

mates of the SOPs’ states.

NAVIGATOR DYNAMICS MODEL

In a tightly coupled radio SLAM framework, either an INS

kinematics model or a dynamics model for the navigator is

utilized to perform the EKF time update. In what follows,

a description of each is discussed.

INS KINEMATICS FORMULATION

Let fbg denote a body frame fixed at the navigator,

and let fgg denote a global frame, e.g., the Earth-

centered inertial frame [36]. Moreover, let uub 2 R3 rep-

resent the three-dimensional (3-D) orientation vector of

the body frame with respect to the global frame and
grrb 2 R3 the 3-D position vector of the navigator

expressed in fgg. Given the INS’s true 3-D rotational

rate vector bvv 2 R3 in the body frame and its 3-D

acceleration gaab 2 R3 in the global frame, the standard

strapdown kinematics equations can be expressed in

continuous time as

_uubðtÞ ¼ bvvðtÞ (1)

g€rrbðtÞ ¼ gaabðtÞ: (2)

The 3-D orientation vector of the body frame with

respect to the global frame can be represented by the 4-D

quaternion vector b
g�qq 2 R4.

The navigator’s IMU is assumed to contain a triad-

gyroscope and a triad-accelerometer, which produce

measurements zzimu , vvT
imu; aa

T
imu

� �T
of the angular rate

and specific force, which are modeled as

vvimuðkÞ ¼ bvvðkÞ þ bbgyrðkÞ þ nngyrðkÞ (3)

aaimuðkÞ ¼ R b
g�qqðkÞ
h i

gaabðkÞ�gggðkÞð ÞþbbaccðkÞþnnaccðkÞ (4)

where R b
g�qq
h i

is the equivalent rotation matrix of b
g�qq;

ggg

is the acceleration due to gravity acting on the navigator

in the global frame; bbgyr 2 R3 and bbacc 2 R3 are the

gyroscope and accelerometer biases, respectively; and

nngyr and nnacc are measurement noise vectors, which are

modeled as zero-mean white noise sequences with

covariances Qnngyr and Qnnacc , respectively. Integrating

IMU specific force data to perform a time update of the

position and velocity in a rotating coordinate frame

introduces a centrifugal and Coriolis term due to the

rotation rate of the Earth [37]. However, a short integra-

tion interval is considered in this article, where the vari-

ation of the Coriolis force was considered negligible for

simplicity. Further details about neglecting the Coriolis

force over short integration intervals can be found in

Morales and Kassas [27].

The gyroscope and accelerometer biases in (3) and (4) are

dynamic and stochastic; hence, they must be estimated in the

EKF as well. As such, the INS 16-state vector is given by

xxins ¼ b
g�qq

T
; grrTb ;

g _rrTb ; bbTgyr; bbTacc

h iT
where _rrb 2 R3 is the 3-D velocity of the navigator.

The INS states evolve in time according to

xxins kþ 1ð Þ ¼ ffins xxinsðkÞ; bvvðkÞ; gaabðkÞ
� �

where ffins is a vector-valued function of standard strap-

down kinematic equation [38], which discretizes (1) and

(2) by integrating bvv and gaab to produce b
g�qqðkþ 1Þ, rrbðkþ

1Þ, and _rrbðkþ 1Þ, and uses a velocity random walk model

for the biases, which is given by

bbgyrðkþ 1Þ ¼ bbgyrðkÞ þ wwgyrðkÞ
bbaccðkþ 1Þ ¼ bbaccðkÞ þ wwaccðkÞ

where wwgyr and wwacc are process noise vectors that drive

the in-run bias variation (or bias instability) and are mod-

eled as white noise sequences with covariance Qwwgyr and

Qwwacc , respectively.

DYNAMICS MODEL FORMULATION

Generally, the navigator’s dynamics can be described as

_xxðtÞ ¼ ff xxðtÞ; uuðtÞ; t½ � þ wwðtÞ

where xx is the navigator’s state vector, uu represents known

exogenous inputs, and ww is the process noise. Depending

on the navigator’s platform (pedestrian or ground, aerial, or

maritime) and motion, different dynamic models can be

used to describe the navigator’s dynamics, such as polyno-

mial (e.g., white noise acceleration and Wiener process

acceleration), singer acceleration, mean-adaptive accelera-

tion, semi-Markov jump process, circular motion, curvilin-

ear motion, coordinated turn, among others [39].

A simple, yet effective dynamical model that has been

successfully employed for navigators with “low dynami-

cs,” which sufficiently captures the dynamics between

EKF measurement updates is the white noise acceleration,

given by

_xxpvðtÞ ¼ Apv xxpvðtÞ þDpv ~wwpvðtÞ (5)

Apv ¼ 03�3 I3�3

03�3 03�3

� �
; Dpv ¼ 03�3

I3�3

� �
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where xxpv , rrTr ; _rr
T
r

� �T
, rrr , xr; yr; zr½ �T is the 3-D position

of the navigator-mounted receiver, and ~wwpv ¼
~wx; ~wy; ~wz

� �T
is the process noise vector, whose elements of

are modeled as zero-mean, mutually independent white

noise processes with power spectral densities ~qx ~qy, and ~qz,

respectively. Note that here, the superscript g is dropped and

the subscript r is used to denote the navigator-mounted

receiver’s position instead of b, since the navigator in this

case is not relying on an INS and the orientation of its body

is not estimated.

Discretizing the navigator’s dynamics (5) at a constant

sampling period T yields the discrete-time model

xxpv kþ 1ð Þ ¼ Fpv xxrðkÞ þ wwpvðkÞ; k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .

Fpv ¼
I3�3 T I3�3

03�3 I3�3

� �

where wwpv is a discrete-time zero-mean white noise

sequence with covarianceQpv given by

Qpv¼

x
T3

3 0 0 ~qx
T2

2 0 0

0 ~qy
T3

3 0 0 ~qy
T2

2 0

0 0 ~qz
T 3

3 0 0 ~qz
T 2

2

~qx
T 2

2 0 0 ~qxT 0 0

0 ~qy
T2

2 0 0 ~qyT 0

0 0 ~qz
T 2

2 0 0 ~qzT

2
6666666664

3
7777777775
:

CLOCK ERROR DYNAMICS MODEL

GNSS satellites are equipped with atomic clocks, are

synchronized, and their clock errors are transmitted in

the navigation message along with the satellites’ posi-

tions. Therefore, in GNSS-based navigation, only the

receiver’s clock error is estimated. In contrast, SOPs

are equipped with less stable oscillators than GNSS sat-

ellites, are typically roughly synchronized to GNSS,

and their clock error states (bias and drift) are mostly

unknown. As such, the SOP clock errors must be simul-

taneously estimated with the receiver’s clock error. To

facilitate this estimation in the radio SLAM framework,

the clock error state dynamics must be specified. To

this end, a typical model for the dynamics of the clock

error states is the so-called two-state model, composed

of the clock bias dt and clock drift _dt, as depicted in

Figure 2.

The clock error states evolve according to

_xxclkðtÞ ¼ Aclk xxclkðtÞ þ ~wwclkðtÞ

xxclk ¼ dt
_dt

� �
; ~wwclk ¼ ~wdt

~w _dt

� �
; Aclk ¼ 0 1

0 0

� �
(6)

where the elements of ~wwclk are modeled as zero-mean,

mutually independent white noise processes, and the

power spectral density of ~wwclk is given by ~Qclk ¼
diag S ~wdt

; S~w _dt

h i
. The power spectra S ~wdt

and S~w _dt
can

be related to the power-law coefficients haf g2a¼�2,

which have been shown through laboratory experiments

to be adequate to characterize the power spectral den-

sity of the fractional frequency deviation yðtÞ of an

oscillator from nominal frequency, which takes the

form SyðfÞ ¼
P2

a¼�2 haf
a[40]. It is common to approx-

imate the clock error dynamics by considering only the

frequency random walk coefficient h�2 and the white

frequency coefficient h0, which lead to S ~wdt
� h0

2 and

S ~w _dt
� 2p2h�2[34].

Many SOPs of interest, particularly cellular transmit-

ters, are equipped with oven-controlled crystal oscillators

(OCXOs). On the other hand, many receivers are equipped

with less stable oscillators, e.g., temperature-compensated

crystal oscillator (TCXO). Typical TCXO and OCXO val-

ues for h0 and h�2 are given in Table 1.

Discretizing dynamics (6) at a sampling interval T

yields the discrete-time-equivalent model

xxclk kþ 1ð Þ ¼ Fclk xxclkðkÞ þ wwclkðkÞ

Figure 2.
Clock error states dynamics model.

Table 1.

Typical h0 and h�2 Values for Different TCXO and

OCXO Oscillators [41]

Oscillator h0 h�2

TCXO 2:0� 10�19 2:0� 10�20

TCXO 1:0� 10�21 2:0� 10�20

TCXO 9:4� 10�20 3:8� 10�21

TCXO 3:9� 10�22 2:4� 10�22

TCXO 3:5� 10�20 8:5� 10�22

TCXO 1:9� 10�21 2:5� 10�23

OCXO 2:6� 10�22 4:0� 10�26

OCXO 8:0� 10�20 4:0� 10�23

OCXO 3:4� 10�22 1:3� 10�24

I Am Not Afraid of the GPS Jammer: Resilient Navigation Via Signals of Opportunity in GPS-Denied Environments
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where wwclk is a discrete-time zero-mean white noise

sequence with covarianceQclk, and

Fclk ¼ 1 T
0 1

� �
; Qclk ¼

S ~wdt
T þ S ~w _dt

T3

3 S ~w _dt

T 2

2

S ~w _dt

T2

2 S ~w _dt
T

" #
:

(7)

SOP MEASUREMENT MODEL

A specialized receiver could produce a pseudorange mea-

surement to an SOP, which after discretization and mild

approximations discussed in the work of Kassas and Hum-

phrey [26], can be modeled as

rðkÞ ¼ krrrðkÞ � rrsk2 þ c � dtrðkÞ � dtsðkÞ½ � þ vrðkÞ (8)

where c is the speed of light and vr is a DT zero-mean

white Gaussian sequence with variance s2
rðkÞ.

Another, more precise navigation observable that can

be produced is the carrier phase, which can be modeled as

�fðkÞ ¼ rrrðkÞ � rrsk k
2
þ c dtrðkÞ � dtsðkÞ½ � þ �N þ vfðkÞ

(9)

where � is the wavelength of the carrier signal,N represents

the carrier phase ambiguity (namely, the initial phase differ-

ence between the receiver and the SOP), and vfðkÞ is the

measurement noise, which is modeled as a discrete-time

zero-mean white Gaussian sequencewith variance s2
fðkÞ.

Note that the termN in (9) is not necessarily an integer

[42]. Single- or double-difference carrier phase measure-

ments will have integer ambiguities. If the SOP carrier phase

measurements are used in a differential framework, the

Least-squares AMBiguity Decorrelation Adjustment

(LAMBDA) method [43], or its variants, e.g., the modified

LAMBDAmethod [44], could be used to resolve the integer

ambiguities. If SOP carrier phase measurements are

used in a nondifferential framework, the carrier phase

ambiguity is treated as a real-valued constant offset

that can be assimilated into the SOP’s initial clock

bias [45]. In both differential and nondifferential

frameworks, cycle slips in carrier phase tracking may

occur, which could introduce integer “jumps” in N . In

such cases, cycle slip detection and mitigation methods

may be used to reduce their effects on carrier phase

measurements [46]. The rest of this article focuses on

a pseudorange-based navigation solution.

RADIO SLAM EKF FORMULATION

The observables to all SOPs in the environment, whether

pseudoranges and/or carrier phases are augmented into

Figure 3.
DT NAVFEST GPS jamming laydown: (a) highway taken toward Edwards AFB, (b) photo of Edwards AFB, CA, (c) location of the experi-

ment, (d) photo of one of the jammers used in the experiment, (e) heat map showing the jamming power and jammers’ location, (f) photo of

the 58 Highway, where the ground vehicle experiment was performed. Map data: Google Earth.

Kassas et al.
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the measurement vector zz, which is used to estimate

xx , xxT
r ; xx

T
s;1; . . . ; xx

T
s;M

h iT
, where xxs;i , rrTsi ; xx

T
clk;si

h iT
2 R5

is the state of the ith SOP. If an INS is used as discussed

in the section “INS Kinematics Formulation,” xxr ,
xxT
ins; xx

T
clk;r

h iT
2 R18. If the white noise acceleration model

is used as discussed in the section “Dynamics Model For-

mulation,” xxr , xxT
pv; xx

T
clk;r

h iT
2 R8.

GPS-JAMMED ENVIRONMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL

SETUP

This section overviews the GPS-jammed environment

during DT NAVFEST live GPS jamming at Edwards

AFB, as well as the hardware and software setup.

JAMMING LAYDOWN

From the information made available to the participants,

six high-powered jammers (HPJ) and one portable box

jammer (PBJ) were spread over an area of approximately

50 miles north of Edwards AFB, as shown in Figure 3.

The term “Hx” denotes an HPJ, one of them seen in

Figure 3, and “Nx” denotes a PBJ. The initial locations

and characteristics of the jammers are summarized in

Table 2. The experiments conducted by the ASPIN team

took place just outside the perimeters of Edwards AFB,

mainly on the 58 Highway pictured in Figure 3 and near

the Mojave Airport.

SOP LTE ENODEB LAYOUT

An SOP radio mapping campaign with the cognitive SDR

Multichannel Adaptive TRansceiver Information eXtrac-

tor (MATRIX), discussed in the section “MATRIX Cogni-

tive SDR,” was conducted a month before DT NAVFEST

to survey available LTE eNodeBs in the area. Since

Edwards AFB is largely unpopulated, only two LTE eNo-

deBs (SOP 1 and SOP 2) were hearable in the scheduled

jamming area and were located at the same site, as shown

in Figure 4. The eNodeBs were transmitting at high power

to service large macrocells in the sparsely populated area.

The eNodeBs corresponded to two U.S. cellular providers

(Verizon Wireless and T-Mobile), and they were

Table 2.

Jammer Laydown

Site Latitude

(N)

Longitude

(W)

Terrain

height

(ft MSL)

Antenna

height

(ft AGL)

Antenna

azimuth

true

(deg)

Antenna

elevation

(deg)

Antenna EIRP Wave-

form

gain (dBi) (dBm)

L1 L2 L1 L2

Hx1 35	 040 12:400 118	 080 41:8200 2769 10 57 15 24.2 24.5 83.8 84.1 CW,

BBN

Hx2 34	 590 43:5200 117	 520 42:3500 2313 10 15 15 24.2 24.5 83.8 84.1 CW,

BBN

Hx3 34	 590 45:5700 117	 510 52:6500 2289 10 13 15 24.2 24.5 83.8 84.1 CW,

BBN

Hx4 35	 020 59:5900 118	 010 40:8700 2528 10 43 15 24.2 24.5 83.8 84.1 CW,

BBN

Hx5 34	 570 29:3500 117	 570 31:7800 2429 10 24 15 24.2 24.5 83.8 84.1 CW,

BBN

Hx6 34	 570 30:8300 117	 540 12:6500 2441 10 17 15 24.2 24.5 83.8 84.1 CW,

BBN

Nx1 34	 540 42:4500 117	 540 5:500 2309 29 49 -30 14.1 12.9 -12.4 -13.6 CW,

BBN

MSL: Mean sea level; AGL: Above ground level; dBi: Decibel isotropic; dBm: Decibel referenced to 1 mW; EIRP: Equivalent, isotropi-
cally radiated power (EIRP) values accounted for estimated 1.5 dB line loss between amplifier and antenna; CW: Continuous wave;
BBN: Broad-band noise
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transmitting on dual frequencies. The characteristics of the

two eNodeBs are summarized in Table 3.

HARDWARE SETUP

The ground vehicle was equipped with hardware setup

shown in Figure 5, which was comprised of i) Septentrio

GNSS-INS system and ii) LTE front-end. The hardware

setup is described in the following.

SEPTENTRIO GNSS-INS SYSTEM

The Septentrio GNSS-INS system consists of the follow-

ing: a multifrequency GNSS AsteRx-i V receiver, a tacti-

cal-grade Vectornav VN-100 microelectromechanical

system IMU, and a dual-GNSS antenna system. AsteRx-i

V processes the dual antenna multifrequency GNSS sig-

nals with IMU measurements to generate an accurate and

reliable position and orientation solution. Multi-GNSS

antennas 1 and 2 were mounted on a wooden board that

was mounted on the roof of the vehicle and aligned with

the vehicle’s main axis. Antenna-1, i.e., the main antenna,

was toward the back of the vehicle. Antenna-2, i.e., the

auxiliary antenna, was toward the front of the vehicle. The

VN-100 IMU was mounted on the wooden board as

well, with its x-axis pointing toward the front of the vehi-

cle, the y-axis pointing to the right of the vehicle

(as seen from behind the vehicle), and the z-axis point-

ing downward. It is worth noting that only GPS was

jammed, while signals from other GNSS constellations

(Galileo and GLONASS) were available. The GNSS-

INS system was used to obtain the vehicle’s ground

truth trajectory by using signals from the nonjammed

GNSS constellations.

LTE FRONT-END

The LTE front-end comprised of the following:

1) a quad-channel universal software radio peripheral

(USRP)-2955;

Figure 5.
Ground vehicle and hardware setup.

Table 3.

eNodeBs’ Characteristics

eNodeB

Carrier

frequency [MHz] NCell
ID

Cellular

provider

1 751 / 2125 377 Verizon

2 731.5 / 2145 491 T-Mobile

Figure 4.
SOP LTE eNodeB layout. Map data: Google Earth.
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2) two consumer-grade 800/1900 MHz Laird cellular

antennas;

3) a PCIe cable;

4) a laptop;

5) a consumer-grade GPS antenna to discipline the

USRP’s onboard GPS-disciplined oscillator (GPSDO).

The two Laird antennas were connected to the USRP

to capture impinging LTE signals, and the USRP was

tuned to listen to two carrier frequencies corresponding to

the eNodeBs in Table 3.

SOFTWARE SETUP

The software setup used in the performed experiment

included the following: i) Septentrio’s postprocessing

software development kit and ii) MATRIX, which are

described in the following.

SEPTENTRIO POSTPROCESSING SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
KIT (PPSDK) TOOL

Septentrio’s PP-SDK was used to process GNSS observ-

ables collected by the AsteRx-i V to obtain a GNSS-INS

navigation solution. This integrated GNSS-INS system

was used to produce the ground truth results with which

the produced navigation solution was compared.

MATRIX COGNITIVE SDR

MATRIX is a state-of-the-art cognitive SDR, developed at the

ASPIN Laboratory, for navigation with terrestrial and space-

based SOPs [47]–[51]. MATRIX continuously searches for

Figure 6.
MATRIX cognitive SDR architecture. The SDR consists of the following: (i) USRPs to collect different radio signals, (ii) various modules to

produce navigation observables from different types of signals (e.g., cellular, LEO satellites, etc.), (iii) external sensors (e.g., IMU, lidar,

GNSS receivers, etc.), whose measurements can be fused with the navigation observables produced by the signal modules, and (iv) naviga-

tion filter that fuses all measurements to produce a navigation solution.

Figure 7.
GUI of the LTE module of the MATRIX SDR. The interface has four main windows: (i) Receiver Settings: to be set by the user; (ii) Acquisi-

tion and (iii) Tracking: show the resulting signals in real-time; and (iv) Navigation: plots the navigation solution.
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opportune signals from which it draws navigation and timing

information, employing signal characterization on-the-fly as

necessary. MATRIX could produce a navigation solution in a

standalone fashion or by fusing SOPs with sensors (e.g., IMU,

lidar, etc.), digital maps, and/or other signals (e.g., GNSS).

Figure 6 shows MATRIX’s architecture. The conducted

experiment used MATRIX’s carrier-aided code phase-based

LTE module [48] to produce LTE navigation observables.

Figure 7 shows the graphical user interface (GUI) front panel

of the LTEmodule of MATRIX.

PNT EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN THE GPS-JAMMED

ENVIRONMENT

Two experiments were conducted to study the behavior of

SOPs in the presence of real GPS jamming and to assess

their potential as PNT sources. The results from each

experiment are presented as follows.

EXPERIMENT 1: STATIONARY RECEIVER

Cellular SOPs are typically equipped with GPSDOs to

meet the synchronization requirements set by the 3rd Gen-

eration Partnership Project (3GPP). Some opportunistic

navigation frameworks exploit the resulting stability of

cellular SOPs’ clock [30], making it important to evaluate

the clock stability of cellular SOPs under GPS jamming to

determine their suitability in radio SLAM.

SETUP

The setup described in the sections “Hardware Setup” and

“Software Setup” was deployed outside the jamming area

to listen to two LTE eNodeBs (SOP 1 and SOP 2) located

in an area affected by jamming. The jamming-to-signal

(J=S) at the eNodeBs was around 60 dBs. During this

experiment, the jammers were periodically turned on for

10 min, then turned off for 2 min. The MATRIX SDR

sampled LTE signals synchronously at 10 Msps for 95

min on carrier frequencies 751 MHz and 731.5 MHz,

which are frequencies allocated to U.S. cellular providers

Verizon Wireless and T-Mobile, respectively. Figure 8

shows the setup of the first experiment.

RESULTS

The LTE signal samples were processed by the LTE mod-

ule of MATRIX to produce pseudorange observables to the

two eNodeBs. The two LTE eNodeBs as well as the

receiver were stationary and at known locations. The true

range between the receiver and each eNodeB was sub-

tracted from the corresponding pseudorange measurements

[cf. (8)]. Figure 9(a) shows the time history of the remain-

ing term (after subtracting the initial pseudorange values).

Note that a 5-min dataloss occurred around the 35th minute

due to a hardware malfunction. Recalling that the measure-

ment noise is appropriately modeled as white, the trend in

the variations, as shown in Figure 9(a) is mainly due to the

relative clock biases between the eNodeBs and the

receiver. After a short initial transient due to the receiver’s

GPSDO, the clock biases seem to stabilize. Moreover, both

clock biases appear to be driven by a common term, which

is likely to be the receiver’s bias. To evaluate the relative

Figure 9.
Experiment 1 results. (a) Time history of clock biases corresponding to SOP 1 and SOP 2. The initial pseudorange values were subtracted. A

hardware malfunction around the 35th min caused a 5-min dataloss. (b) Clock bias difference between SOP 1 and SOP 2, without subtracting

the initial pseudoranges. The stable difference shows that the relative stability between LTE SOPs is maintained for a period of over 95 min

during GPS jamming.

Figure 8.
Experiment 1 setup. The setup discussed in sections “Hardware

Setup” and “Software Setup” was deployed outside the GPS-

jammed area to listen to two SOPs located in an area where J=S

was around 60 dB. Map data: Google Earth.
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stability between the SOP biases, the difference of the

biases (without subtracting their initial values) is plotted in

Figure 9(b), which shows a stable difference hovering

around 1835 m. Figure 9 does not show significant correla-

tion between the stability of the clock biases and the jam-

ming window, leading to the conclusion that the LTE

SOPs’ relative stability is maintained for a period of over

95 min during GPS jamming. This could be attributed to

either: i) the oscillators equipped on the eNodeBs are disci-

plined by other GNSS constellations or ii) the free-running

oscillators remained stable during the jamming period.

EXPERIMENT 2: MOBILE RECEIVER

Another experiment was conducted to demonstrate the

radio SLAM framework with LTE SOPs under real GPS

jamming. The experimental setup and results are dis-

cussed as follows.

SETUP

In this experiment, a ground vehicle was driven in the east

direction along the 58 Highway, as shown in Figure 3.

Over the course of the experiment, only one LTE eNodeB

(SOP 1) was hearable at 751 MHz. LTE samples were col-

lected at 10 Msps for 8 min. The vehicle started west of

the jamming area. The experiment was composed of the

following three segments:

1) GPS signals were available (0–40 s);

2) GPS signals were intermittent (40–50 s);

3) GPS signals were not available (50–180 s).

During this experiment, the jammers were operating

continuously. The SOP pseudorange measurements were

fed to the tightly coupled radio SLAM framework depicted

in Figure 1 to estimate the states for two scenarios:

Scenario 1: SOP position was assumed to be fully

known (from the prior mapping campaign). Here, the

estimated state vector in the EKF was xxr ,
rrTr ; _rr

T
r ; c � ðxxT

clk;r � xxT
clk;sÞ

h iT
.

Scenario 2: SOP position was assumed to be

unknown, (a prior with a large uncertainty was used).

Here, the estimated state vector in the EKF was

xxr , rrTr ; _rr
T
r ; rr

T
s ; c � ðxxT

clk;r � xxT
clk;sÞ

h iT
.

Table 4.

Experiment 2 Results

Framework Position RMSE (m) Final error (m) SOP final error (m)

Scenario 1: Radio SLAMwith known SOP

position

29.4 69.4 –

Secnario 2: Radio SLAMwith unknown SOP

position

32.2 84.5 5.5

GPS-IMU 237.9 766.0 –

Figure 10.
Screenshots from Google Maps on an iPhone 8 during Experi-

ment 2. The uncertainty grew to a radius over 6 km.

Figure 11.
C=N0 to the LTE SOP as measured by the ground vehicle. The

experiment consists of three time segments: (A) GPS signals

available, (B) GPS signals intermittent, and (C) GPS signals were

unavailable.
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Due to a hardware storage malfunction, the raw IMU

data were not properly saved. As such, the radio SLAM

with the white noise acceleration dynamical model dis-

cussed in the section “Dynamics Model Formulation” was

used. The process noise spectral densities were set as ~qx ¼
~qy ¼ 0:01 m2/s3, and ~qz ¼ 0:001 m2/s3 and the receiver’s

and SOP’s oscillators were set to be high quality

OCXOs with parameters h0 ¼ 2:6� 10�22 and h�2 ¼
4:0� 10�26. The results are presented as follows.

RESULTS

Results from a smartphone navigation application are

provided first to showcase the impact of real GPS jam-

ming on a GPS receiver. Figure 10 shows screenshots

from Google Maps running on an iPhone 8 during the

ground vehicle’s trajectory. Essentially, the navigation

solution stopped updating, would sporadically jump

around by hundreds of meters, and the blue “halo” rep-

resenting the estimated position uncertainty grew to a

radius over 6 km. Note the time progression shown in

the screenshots as the vehicle was driving along the 58

Highway in one direction; nevertheless, the estimated

position reported by the iPhone kept jumping around.

In both scenarios, the receiver had access to GPS

signals for the first 50 s only. The receiver’s last pro-

duced GPS navigation solution before GPS signals were

Figure 13.
Experiment 2 EKF results: receiver position error and associated


3s bounds for Scenario 1: assuming fully known SOP position.

(A) GPS signals available, (B) GPS signals intermittent, and (C)

GPS signals unavailable.

Figure 12.
Experiment 2 results for both scenarios. Map data: Google Earth.
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lost was used to initialize the position states in both

radio SLAM scenarios, and the receiver’s and SOP’s

positions were expressed in an East–North–UP frame,

centered at the receiver’s initial position. The initial

state estimate for Scenario 1 was x̂x� ¼ 08�1, while the

initial state estimate for Scenario 2 was x̂x� ¼
01�6; 976:9; 3221:3; 58:9; 01�2½ �T. The initial estimation

error covariance for Scenario 1 was P� ¼ diag½1; 1; 1;
10; 10; 10; 1� 109; 45�, while the initial estimation error

covariance for Scenario 2 was P� ¼ diag½1; 1; 1;
10; 10; 10; 12 � 105; 12� 105; 1; 1� 109; 45�. For Sce-

nario 2, the SOP position was randomly initialized

around the true SOP position with an initial 2-D 
3s

radius of about 3.3 km. For the random realization used

in the EKF, the initial SOP position error was 1.07 km.

Figure 11 shows C=N0 as measured by the vehicle-

mounted receiver to the LTE SOP.

For Scenario 1, the receiver’s 2-D position RMSE was

found to be 29.4 m with a final 2-D position error of 69.4

m. For Scenario 2, the receiver’s final 2-D position RMSE

was found to be 32.2 m with a final 2-D position error of

84.5 m. The SOP’s final 2-D position error was 5.5 m. For

comparison, a GPS-IMU solution was produced using

Septentrio’s PPSDK tool for the same trajectory. The

receiver’s 2-D position RMSE was found to be 237.9 m

from the GPS-IMU solution with a final 2-D position error

of 766.0 m. Table 4 and Figure 12 summarize the results

of Experiment 2.

The EKF position error and associated
3s bounds for

Scenario 1 are shown in Figure 13. The EKF position error

and associated 
3s bounds for Scenario 2 are shown in

Figure 14 for the receiver and in Figure 15 for the SOP. It

can be seen from these figures that, as expected, the GPS-

IMU errors diverge unboundedly in the GPS-jammed

region. What appears to be alarming is that these errors are

inconsistent with the reported s-bounds. In contrast, the

errors for both Scenarios 1 and 2 in the east and north direc-

tions are consistent with the s-bounds and are drifting at a

much lower rate. This drift could be attributed to poor

estimability—recall that a single SOP is being used and

that the vehicle is quickly moving away from the SOP. Of

course, using an IMU would reduce this drift as it would

provide more precise time updates than the assumed white

noise acceleration dynamical model. In fact, this slowly

drifting behavior is consistent with the results presented in

the work of Morales and Kassas [27] with a single SOP.

Using signals from two or more SOPs was shown to allevi-

ate this drift and yield bounded errors. The divergence in

the Up direction is simply due to poor geometric diversity

in the vertical direction, which could be readily accounted

for with an external sensor (e.g., altimeter).

DISCUSSION

The following can be concluded from the aforementioned

results. First, Experiment 1 shows that cellular SOP clocks

remain relatively stable during the jamming period. This

could be attributed to: i) the jamming was intermittent, as

shown in Figure 9, which could have allowed the SOPs’

on-board GPSDOs to relock to GPS and ii) by design, cel-

lular transmitter clocks are required to maintain 
3ms

synchronization with GPS time, even after 8 h of GPS sig-

nal loss [52]. Future studies could consider longer periods

of GPS jamming (more than 8 h), to fully characterize the

behavior of cellular SOP clocks in the presence of a per-

sistent GPS jammer.

Second, as expected, the performance of radio SLAM

with unknown SOP position is worse than that of radio

SLAM with known SOP positions. This is due to the

poorer estimability of the state space in Scenario 2, as

more states are being estimated from the same pseudor-

ange measurements. The final position errors in Scenarios

Figure 14.
Experiment 2 EKF results: receiver position error and associated


3s bounds for Scenario 2: assuming unknown SOP position. (A)

GPS signals available, (B) GPS signals intermittent, and (C) GPS

signals unavailable.

Figure 15.
Experiment 2 EKF results: SOP position error and 
3s bounds.

(A) GPS signals available, (B) GPS signals intermittent, and (C)

GPS signals unavailable.
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1 and 2 highlight this degradation in the performance.

However, the EKF error is a random process itself, and

can theoretically take arbitrary realizations from an under-

lying distribution at any point in time. As such, the posi-

tion RMSE is a more insightful measure of the filter

performance. What is interesting is that the degradation of

the RMSE performance between Scenarios 1 and 2 is

about 3 m, which is on the same order of magnitude as the

SOP position estimation error in Scenario 2.

Third, the nature of the experiment makes it difficult

to be performed in an urban region. The environment in

which the experiment took place was rural, where cellular

SOPs tend not to be as abundant as urban regions. Within

the same region, one could receive signals from faraway

SOPs on an aerial platform compared to a ground plat-

form. As such, future studies could consider conducting

the experiments on an aerial platform, which would

increase the number of hearable SOPs.

CONCLUSION

This article justified why I am not afraid of the GPS jam-

mer, as long as there are ambient SOPs to exploit in the

environment. A radio SLAM approach was presented,

which enables the exploitation of SOPs for resilient navi-

gation in environments where GPS signals are challenged

or denied. Radio SLAM could produce an SOP-derived

navigation solution in a standalone fashion or by fusing

SOPs with sensors, digital maps, and/or other signals

(e.g., GNSS). This article presented the first published

experimental results for navigation with SOPs in a GPS-

denied environment. These experiments took place at

Edwards AFB, during DT NAVFEST, in which GPS was

intentionally jammed with J=S as high as 90 dB. The

results analyzed the clock stability of two cellular SOP

LTE eNodeBs in the jammed area, showing that the rela-

tive stability between the LTE SOPs is maintained for a

period of more than 95 min during GPS jamming. More-

over, the results showcased a ground vehicle traversing a

trajectory of about 5 km in 180 s in the GPS-jammed envi-

ronment, during which a GPS-IMU system drifted from

the vehicle’s ground truth trajectory, resulting in a posi-

tion RMSE of 238 m. In contrast, the radio SLAM

approach with a single cellular LTE SOP whose position

was poorly known (an initial uncertainty on the order of

several kilometers) achieved a position RMSE of 32 m.
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